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Sensi #741

Sensi #741 

Sensi #741 fem (Sour Diesel x Afghani) – a blend of sharp, uplifting freshness with relaxing notes of earth and sandalwood. 

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price 
Variant price modifier: 

Base price with tax 6,50 €

Price with discount 5,91 €

Salesprice with discount 

Sales price 6,50 €

Sales price without tax 5,91 €

Discount 

Tax amount 0,59 €

Ask a question about the seed 

Seed BankSensi Seeds 

Description 
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[Sour Diesel x Afghani]

Looking back over three decades of creating cannabis strains, we can see that one of the things our fanbase appreciates is our knack of taking
strains from the extreme ends of the indica–sativa spectrum and blending them together. We did it with Jack Herer; we did it with Northern
Lights #5 x Haze. With SENSI #741 FEM, we’ve done it again.

This uplifting strain has a decent yield and produces a multitude of pungent flowers, recognizable for their fresh and relaxing aromas of earth
and sandalwood. The Sour Diesel background is immediately recognizable in the spicy and citrussy undertones. The Afghani genetics deliver a
compacter bud structure and ensures a relaxing body high. Sour Diesel with a touch of dankness, a no-brainer!

Feminized strain

Sensi #741 Feminized is a is a feminized strain, which will only produce plants that flower as females.

Sativa / Indica Hybrid

The Sensi #741 is a Sativa / Indica Hybrid.

Long flowering period

Sensi #741 will have a relatively long flowering time.

Large Yield

Sensi #741 can produce a large yield, without the extra care needed for some of the higher yielding strains

Sunny / Mediterranean

Sensi #741 can be grown outside in a warm, sunny climate with a long summer.

Reviews

There are yet no reviews for this product. 
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